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W H Y  I S  S T R A T E G Y  I M P O R T A N T ?

Trying to build your business on social media without having a defined

strategy can lead to hours of wasted time. You will find yourself just

posting for the sake of it, with little rhyme or reason, and as a result,

seeing no return on your efforts - which is frustrating and demotivating.

By having a clear strategy in place, you will be able to build a strong

online presence, reach the right people, save time and stay ahead of

your competitors, allowing you to achieve your goals - i.e SALES. 

T O  S T A Y  
A H E A D  O F  T H E
C O M P E T I T I O N

With a strategy in place, you’ll

be able to analyse what’s

working and what's not,

establish a distinctive look

and feel for your Instagram,

master your tone of voice and

consistently provide value to

your audience - hello growth

and sales!

T O  B U I L D  A
S T R O N G  O N L I N E

P R E S E N C E

You’ll be able to plan out your

posts in advance, schedule

them to go out at optimal

times and make the best use

of all of Instagram's features.

This will help you stick to the

number one rule of growing

your social media presence:

posting consistently. 

T O  T A R G E T
Y O U R  I D E A L
A U D I E N C E   

You can use engagement

elements like polls and

question stickers in your

stories, call-to-actions in your

posts, and track down

relevant hashtags to find your

ideal audience and then

create content specifically for

them.

@vibingsocial_

St r a t e gy h e l p s  y o u  t o . . .
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@v i b i n g s o c i a l _

OPTIMISE YOUR BIO
Your bio is your shop window - make sure it captures
people's attention and makes them what to read more...

AUDIENCE RESEARCH & AVATARS
In order to sell effectively, you have to know who you are
selling to and where you can find them!

ENGAGEMENT & RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
Using Instagram to interact with your ideal customers with
the goal of creating a loyal army of fans!

Preparation and planning will help you remain consistent
which is key to growing your online presence!

CONTENT PLANNING, CREATION & SCHEDULING

Hashtags are a free & effective way to reach new people and
they can expose your brand to 1000's of new customers.

HASHTAG RESEARCH
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Use your Insights to make data driven decisions - do more of
what is working and less of what's not - saving you a whole
lot of time and improving your chances of growth and sales!

MEASURING YOUR SUCCESS
6

CREATING YOUR INSTAGRAM STRATEGY

https://www.instagram.com/vibingsocial_/


Optimise your bio
Upload your logo or a nice clear image of yourself.

Utilise Keywords in your Instagram bio name

(where it says 'Cj | Social Media & FB Ads' that is

searchable - so when people search using the

magnifying glass at the bottom of the screen,

there is a chance your profile will pop up if you use

keywords in that section of your bio)

Break it up with emojis (if that is part of your brand)

- it makes it easier to read and keeps it interesting

Tell people exactly what they will get from your

account in your bio

Include your website and contact email

Create your Hightlights from previous stories

What are their demographics: age, gender?

Where do they live?

What is their job 

What are their hobbies?

Are they married, engaged, single?

Do they have children?

What are their pain points? What problems

do they have that your product can solve?

Audience Research & Avatars

30 years old

Lives in London

Freelance IT Specialist

Gives his clients presents as

part of his service

Looking for something unique

Passionate about supporting

small businesses

Jack

25 years old 

Lives in Manchester

Virtual PA

Recently engaged, looking for

inspiration 

Likes quirky unique products

Budget conscious

Lucy

Understand and talk directly to your target
audience so you can create content that is
valuable to them. Use your Insights for this.

@v i b i n g s o c i a l _

Search for your ideal customer using relevant
hashtags for your business. 

https://www.instagram.com/vibingsocial_/


Content, Planning & Scheduling

Company
News & 

behind the
scenes 

InspirationalProducts

@v i b i n g s o c i a l _

Consistently posting on Instagram is critical for growing your account. 

To help maintain a consistent posting schedule, plan your content in
advance, thinking about your content buckets.

"A content bucket is a topic of content that heavily relates to your target audience”.

When planning your content, use as many of IG's features as possible. If you are not
posting every day, make sure you are showing up on your stories as much as you can

(ideally multiple times a day)

IGTV Live (on your own)

IGTV Group Live

Short video (under 1
minute)

Reel

Reels Remix

Instagram guides
(3 different types:
Posts, Products
and Places -
choose the one
that is most
relevant to your
business)

Instagram stories

Poll sticker

Question sticker

Quiz sticker

Highlights

Slider Sticker

Single image

Carousel 

Gif (if inline 
with your brand)

Graphic - e.g
testimonial

Shoppable posts (if
you have Instagram
Shops)

https://www.instagram.com/vibingsocial_/


Use between 25-30 hashtags in your posts

Always include your business name as a hashtag

Use up to 10 hashtags in your Instagram stories

If you have a small account, use hashtags below

200,000K focusing on more niche hashtags first (e.g I

would use #Instagramstrategy2020 over

#instagramstragey)

Create lists corresponding to your content buckets

Hashtag Research

@v i b i n g s o c i a l _

Two of the most important things you can do on Instagram are to create valuable content
and engage with the aim of building long term relationships and a loyal army of fans.

Search on hashtags related to your industry
using the Explore page and comment on
those posts
Respond to all comments on your own
account
Ask questions and include Call To Actions in
your post captions
Use engagement stickers in your stories
Reply to people's stories and have a chat
with them - actively start a conversation

Ways to engage on Instagram:

Creating the best Hashtags
Before you start your research, decide what kind of
hashtags you’re going to look for. 

Break it down into categories like this:
1. What’s in the post?
2. What’s your business or industry?
3. Who is your customer and what’s important to them?

Engagement & Relationship building

https://www.instagram.com/vibingsocial_/


Measuring your success
Tracking important metics is crucial to growing your account and building an engaged

following. With more than 1 billion active users, Instagram remains one of the largest social
media platforms, but there’s not much point in using Instagram if you’re not looking at the

data to see what works and what doesn't.

Engagement (comments, DMs, Story replies)
Follower Growth Rate = How many followers
you have gained / current follower count x 100. 
Saves - shows how valuable your content is
Reach - to see how effective your hashtags are 
Story Analytics
Brand awareness - e.g Mentions

Have you achieved your goals and objectives?
Are people engaging with your content?
Are people saving your content?
How is your bio looking?
Is your feed on brand?
Are you getting enquires through your feed?
Are you utilising all of the IG features?
Are people saving your posts?

@v i b i n g s o c i a l _

Metrics to track:

Once a month, I suggest giving your account an
audit, answering questions like: 

*forget about follower numbers!

On your profile, click on Insights and have a
nosey. *You need a Business or Creator
profile to have access to your Insights

https://www.instagram.com/vibingsocial_/


Your Instagram Strategy

CHECKLIST

Your Instagram Bio Audience Research & Engagement

HashtagsContent Planning & Data

Make sure your name is keyword optimised

State exactly what you do and WHO you
do it for

Use emojis to break it up (if that is inline with
your brand)

Include your email address

Include your website address

Upload  logo or a nice clear image of you

Create  Highlights

Create your ideal audience avatars

Survey your current audience to build up a
better image of your ideal customer

Follow hashtags that relate to your ideal
customer - what are people saying / feeling?

Spy on your competitors - what is working for
them? What is getting people talking?

Engage in hashtags that relate to your industry
/ niche. Build relationships with those people

Engage either side of posting (20 minutes
before and after)

Show up on Stories every day & use
Engagement stickers

Plan content from audience research - what
are they talking about?

Create content buckets using audience
research and what you offer

Use as many IG features as possible

Check optimal times to post using your
Insights - schedule posts for those times

Plan content and schedule in advance (as
much as you can)

Check Insights regularly do more of what
works and less of what doesn't

Give your account a monthly audit

Use 25-30 hashtags in all posts

Research niche hashtags

Check hashtags are not banned before using

Use hashtags below 200,000K if account small

Use up to 10 hashtags in stories

Create hashtag lists & save to your phone

Do not use the same hashtags in every post



"Cj has helped us see the wood for the
trees when it comes to social media.

From honing in on our brand and
finding our voice, to the continual

support by way of guidance across all
platforms, Cj has ensured that we

widen our reach the right way - with
integrity, keeping our messaging on

point."

"I could not recommend Cj and Vibing Social
more highly. Cj has recently worked with our
business to make sure we were getting the

most out of our social media. She specifically
trained me - a complete novice - up to

advanced level in maximising engagement
with our target audience by creating valuable
and consistent content, learning and utilising
all of Instagram features and setting a solid
strategy - all of which has had a massive,

positive effect on our business. She knows her
subject matter inside out, and has a very
thorough (as well as incredibly patient!)
teaching style. Thank you so much Cj!"

RESULTS
@vibingsocial_

C L I E N T  L O V E  &

-  T H E  B E A R I N G

-  S I D E K I C K S  L O N D O N

"It’s been a real pleasure working
with CJ to help optimise my social

media presence. She has armed
me with some really useful,

manageable and actionable steps I
can now take forward to really help

my business flourish."

-  E L L  B E S P O K E  D E S I G N S

@vibingsocial_
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W A N T  M O R E ?

While I hope this has given you actionable steps to
get started on nailing your Instagram strategy -

there is still so much more you can do to help grow
your account, increase your brand awareness and

sell more.
 

If you would like to learn more and take your
Instagram to another level, I would love to work

with you. I have various training options - all
tailored to suit your needs. 

L E A R N  M O R E

https://vibingsocial.co.uk/instagram/

